BI-METAL BLADES
High quality shatterproof blades that will not snap. Long lasting economical blades.
Safer than all the All Hard Metal Blades. Available in a range of pitches for all your cutting needs. If you have a cutting problem we can find a solution for you.
 High quality high speed steel tipped blade for
performance and long life.

 Thicker, less flexible blade with harder teeth
for cutting tougher materials.

 220mm length available in 18 & 24 tpi
 Can be used in all Reciprocating Saws
designed for use with hand hacksaw blades

MC BLADE

 Flexible versatile Hand hacksaw blade

 Ideal for use in all Reciprocating Saws
designed for use with hand hacksaw blades.

 300mm length available in 14,18,24 & 32 tpi

HP BLADE
 Electric Reciprocating Saw Blade to fit most Electric
Reciprocating Saws with high quality high speed steel
tipped blade for performance and long life.

 Ideal for Pallet Repair with two options available


ME BLADES

200mm length stiff blade in 8-12 tpi which is ideal
for cutting outer boards

 230mm length flexible blade in 10-14 tpi which is
ideal for cutting middle boards.

For more information contact: - Cengar Ltd. 70 Lister Lane, Halifax HX1 5DN, U.K.
Tel: +44 (0)1422 354626 Fax: +44 (0)1422 349024
www.cengar.com Email: enquiries@cengar.com

LUBRICATORS
Cengar Lubricators are essential in prolonging the life and performance of all Air Tools.
Using Cengar Lubricators helps to reduce maintenance costs and prolong the life of your
Air Tools.
 All Pneumatic Tools require lubrication & most
in built ones are very basic.
 Cengar Lubricators provide a rugged reliable
means of ensuring clean, dry & lubricated air
giving maximum protection for your tools.
 A pressure controlled or standard unit is available.

CENGAR DRI AIR UNIT & DRI AIR REGULATOR
 Cengar Green Oil is a low viscosity Air Tool oil
developed to provide essential lubrication and is
ideal for all air driven tools, particularly where

Sizes available:

high pressure sliding friction is present.

250ml bottle
5ltr bottle

 It emulsifies with water found in air lines &

25ltr container

contains a rust inhibitor to prevent corrosion

250 ltr drum

when the saw is not in use.

CENGAR GREEN OIL
 A specially developed oil used to remove dirt,
moisture and oil residue quickly from the inside of
all air tools and motors.
 This "service in a bottle" reduces the need to
dismantle tools and is available in a 50ml dropper
bottle and 1 litre containers.

MS CLEANER

FALL ARRESTOR

 Our new fall arrestor has been designed to give
added safety when working at height.
 To be connected to a spring balance.
 Designed to protect both the people working
below and the tool itself if the saw is dropped.
 It can be fitted easily to existing Cengar Saws.
For more information contact: - Cengar Ltd. 70 Lister Lane, Halifax HX1 5DN, U.K.
Tel: +44 (0)1422 354626 Fax: +44 (0)1422 349024
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